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A Modern Copy of an Edward VI Fine Shilling 
 

Philip Mernick and Gary Oddie 
 
Copies of low grade hammered silver coins are quite unusual and when they are released slowly, no 

suspicion is raised. When die/mould duplicates appear showing the same features the game is given 

away. 

 

Some years ago PM saw a dozen examples of an Edward VI fine shilling i.m. y at Spitalfields market. 

Two were purchased just to confirm they were copies and die/mould duplicates (Figures 1a and 1b). 

Though the toning is different, they are clearly from the same manufacturer. On the obverse there is a 

very distinctive flan crease between 12 and 8 o’clock, more subtly there is some extra metal at the colon 

to the right of the initial mark and two small digs after the Z. On the reverse there is a dig on the inner 

circle below the E in DEV and a small dig in the field above the second quarter of the shield. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Counterfeit Edward VI fine issue shillings i.m. y. (125%) 

 

Recently another specimen appeared on the well-known internet auction site (Figure 2.). The coin is in 

a modern mount and made to look dirty and old, with a brass wire repair to the clip.  

 

 

Fig. 2. Counterfeit Edward VI fine issue shilling i.m. y. eBay 13 March 2021. (125%) 

 

The same vendor sold another specimen late last year. It included the following in the description; “An 

Edward VI silver shilling selling as seen so please decide for yourself as to originality hence low starting 

price.” 

1a. 6.010 g 1b. 5.905 g 
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Fig. 3. Counterfeit Edward VI fine issue shilling i.m. y. eBay 13 December 2020. (125%) 

 

On being informed of this, GO went through his die study collection of images of Edward VI fine 

shillings and found yet another example, that had been on the same website in 2012.  

 

Fig. 4. Counterfeit Edward VI fine issue shilling i.m. y. eBay 20 April 2012. (125%). 

 

The original coin from which the mould was taken to make these copies must exist somewhere. As yet 

a genuine coin struck from these dies has not been seen.  

 

This is a very deceptive modern counterfeit; the coin not being good enough to receive very close 

scrutiny, especially when seen in isolation, but still good enough to command a reasonable price.  

 

Caveat emptor. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


